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Faucet module

Fixing mount

AC adapter

AC adapter

tapping screw

NOTES PRIOR TO INSTALLATION

Power Socket

Water outlet

2.The preset power supply is DC：(4.5)V&AC(100-240,50/60Hz).

Faucet assembly
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    Washer

INSTRUCTION MANUAL

Step :

1. For single-hole basin,center-hole diameter is designed 35 mm.

1.Please turn off the corner valve before installation.

2.Control box should put at right direction.(water inlet top, water outlet bottom)

3.Please make sure there is no water leakage of joints, while make water supply.

★ Step:

★ Requirement for ceramic basin:
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Installation of bushing

Determine installation method per wash basin,and make sure the center of 

faucet outlet aligned with the center of the wash basin.

Determine the installation location per installation sketch map. Chisel out a 

slot and lay down the bushing (not supplied).

Fill slurry into the slot,and drill holes on the tiles, then lay the tiles.

Installation of faucet assembly

water outlet

3732

74

1.Remove hex nut,gasket and washer from the bottom of faucet.

2.Rip the inlet hose,line connecting and bolt of faucet assembly 
   into the basin hole.

3.Install the washer,gasket onto the bolt,tighten the hex nut. 
  After setting the faucet in the right place, and fix the faucet.

1.Position a washer above on the basin.
2.Please do not scratch the sensing plate.



DC CONNECTION (BATTERIES)

CONNECTION OF WIRES IN THE CONTROL BOX

CONNECTION OF HOSE AND WIRES

Power Plug(red)

Power Plug(red)

SIZE AA  X 3

Power Socket(red)

Power Socket(red)

4 pin Sensor line

4 pin Sensor line

Faucet hose

Sensor line

Please make sure correct connecting of the wires.

Please check all joints carefully. Only without leakage, the
automatic faucet are allowed to be put into use.

Step :

Step :

Signal Plug(black)

Please refer the connection in the right picture, 
and pls note the color of wires.

Open the control box to take out battery box, put batteries into it as indicated 

cathode and anode, put it back int the control box and cover the battery box.

(recommend to use high-quality alkaline batteries to prevent fluid leakage)

★ Batteries change goes the same as above　

Signal Socket(black)

Power Socket(red)

1. Tap the other end of the faucet hose into water outlet of control box.
2.  Direct Current
  Connect the sensor wires with fixing nut and 4-pin joint. When the sensor wires 
  is connected, the product will start to set the sensing distance. So please don't 
  cover the sensor with your hand or something else, also do not put anything in 
  the ceramic basin (The auto-setting will be completed within 20 seconds.  )
3. Alternative Current 
   Insert the plug into the socket, when the power is on, the product will start to set 
  the sensing distance. So please don't cover the sensor with your hand or something 
  else, also do not put anything in the ceramic basin(The auto-setting will be completed
  within 20 seconds.  )
4.If the sensor happened to be covered by hand or other things, or if there is something
  in the ceramic basin, and the sensing distance is impacted and becomes shorter, 
 please pull out the pin sensor line.Then please put your hand to the sensor and 
 remove the other things that impacted the sensing distance, and insert the pin line again.
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corner valve. 3. Clean filter.

● When hands are approach, the infrared sensor starts work and make debugging automatically, 

   and the water comes out in 0.4 seconds. When hands leave, the water will be automatically 

   off in 1.5 seconds.

● It will also automatically off in 70 seconds running. And it works again if you draw back your 

   hands for a while, and approach again.

● The sensor is preset the function of adjusting detection zone automatically, when confirm the 

   obstacles after 80 seconds, the inductive distance will shorten automatically, when cancel 

   obstacles, it will extend the inductive distance automatically in 10 minutes. 

● When the battery exhaustion, the faucet will automatically stop working, please replace with 

   new batteries.

INSTRUCTION MANUAL

There may be auto sensing if there is water left in the basin.

Step :


